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What is ‘hidden intelligence’? 

Value is locked away in the thoughts, ideas and energies of your most costly resource, your 
employees. 

Systems and processes calculate how businesses do and should perform, however, they also 
block and inhibit valuable intuitions, insights, opportunities and even genius, which when 
actioned are frequently transformational. 

Other blocks include organisation structures, chains of command, cultural norms and the fear 
employees perceive in raising concerns which may be viewed negatively by superiors, for 
example, in challenging ‘the way things are done around here’. 

Futility is also an inhibitor. If employees are courageous and do raise issues appropriately they 
may not be taken seriously, so why bother? 

Boards seldom see the hidden intelligence and value creating opportunities employees 
withhold. 

When hidden intelligence is made visible, however, a very different perspective of what is 
happening, and what could happen, from inside your businesses becomes apparent. 

Introducing ‘Hidden Value Inquiry’ 

A Hidden Value Inquiry (HVI, or Inquiry) is a proven (case studies are available on request), 
approach to discovering, diagnosing and realising value in complex, challenging and difficult 
situations. 

An Inquiry is an independent, in-depth and structured one-to-one 
conversation approach to facilitate a representative sample of employees, 
drawn from the shop floor to the Boardroom and across all locations, to 
discuss and record their hidden intelligence confidentially. 

An HVI Report then brings this to the Sponsor, Board and leadership teams. 

The HVI concept was borne out of the vital necessity to rapidly find the root causes of 
distressed companies in need of crisis or turnaround intervention. 

How can hidden intelligence be asked for in a way which encourages trust and 
disclosure? 

HVIs are intensive engagements, typically: 

 Listening to 30 to 100+ people in one-to-one structured conversations 

 Lasting 3 to 6 hours and recording 15 to 40 pages of insights and opportunities per 
conversation 

 Capturing 500 to 2,000+ pages of notes in total for detailed analysis. 

At a meeting with a FTSE 100 company in recent weeks, the Chairman stated he regularly 
talked with shop floor staff about what was happening in the company. His success rate in 
finding ‘really useful information’ was one in ten, and then for only half an hour or so of his 
valuable time. 

The HVI approach is 99% successful, with hidden intelligence revealed during 2 to 4+ hours 
per conversation. Three to four Inquirers capture insights from 8 to 12 conversations per day. 
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All our Inquirers are Board Executives, business psychologists or expert advisors with over 25 
years of experience within organisations. We are independent, experienced eyes and ears 
extending to areas of your businesses you are infrequently, or not able to reach. 

Inquirers rapidly create a high level of trust, disclosure and expectation for change. 

An HVI guarantees confidentiality (we do not reveal ‘who said what’), and non-judgemental 
listening, conducted in safe and secure surroundings, away from busy workplaces and daily 
routines. 

We continually find: 

 It is not until people feel safe and are in a relaxed state of mind, 

 With sufficient time and space to speak their minds with someone independent of 
their superiors and peers, 

that they fully realise what they do know to benefit their employers and their job 
performance. 

Frequently shared endorsements include: 

 “I could say anything I wished … and they listened”. 

 “I accessed information in my head I didn’t know was there”. 

 “It was a cathartic experience”. 

 “We very quickly got to the gist of many issues in the company [stated by a Sponsor]”. 

 

HVI reports present a very different view of a business to that shown in written 
reports/discussions from direct line executives and numbers-based diagnostic analysis from 
traditional consultancy providers. 

What is a Hidden Value Inquiry not? 

An HVI is not: 

 An employee engagement process – HVIs reveal the root causes and opportunities for 
transformational change – not employee satisfaction 

 A facilitation process to maximise group contribution – HVIs use deep one-to-one 
conversations. 

 Only a strategic workout – HVIs reveal diverse business issues. 

 Limited to numbers-based analysis – the Inquiry process augments numeric analysis. 

 A legal process or an investigation of known specific issues. 

 A destabilising influence – Inquiries do not undermine organisational hierarchy. 

We do, however, engage fully with people for critical business reasons, access strategic ideas 
and as part of our inquiry process, we compare and augment company strategies, plans and 
forecasts with the output of our Inquiries. 

We build a case for a positive force for change for all concerned, especially Board and 
leadership teams. 
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Features and benefits of a Hidden Value Inquiry 

An Inquiry has these features and benefits: 

 Employees are profound sources of insights and opportunities, able to help 
employers to move forward to improve businesses for all concerned. 
People just need to be asked in the right way to optimise their collective 
contributions. 

 HVIs are positive forces for change. Inquiry conversations deal with people’s concerns 
and risks, from which we draw out opportunities for business and role improvements. 

 HVIs connect the ‘bottom-up’ with the ‘top-down’. 

 Key people are engaged in the HVI process at all levels and all parts of the 
organisation and may include others such as suppliers, regulators, and customers, as 
required. 

 Inquiries are fast, taking as little as three to six weeks (depending on Inquiry scope). 

 Our Inquirers undertake the time and energy intense conversations – we do it for 
you. 

 Mitigate consulting fees. HVIs get the closest to the root causes of change, identify 
employees capable of leading or participating in initiatives and projects, and assist 
employees with gap-fill mentoring and resourcing to succeed with their business-
approved ideas. 

 Main Boards retain joint control during division, subsidiary and Head Office 
engagements. 

Applications of the Inquiry approach 

Hidden Value Partners works with companies experiencing uncertain change, ideally before 
taking critical steps towards implementation. Examples of HVI use include: 

 New Chairman, CEO and MD Recruitment - pre- or post-placement - to provide 
direction and focus for the first 100 days, and on Day 1 if undertaken before the 
appointment. 

 Changes in ownership, including M&A - pre-sale and post-acquisition – to optimise 
hidden value-add. 

 Critical innovation or transformation initiatives – to provide certainty from those 
closest to the change initiatives. 

 Turnaround and restructuring – hidden value optimisation. 

 Pre-redundancy - to capture employee insights and opportunities before release, 
which may then lead to a reassessment of redundancy needs. 

 Post-completion transformation certainty/assurance. 


